
13.43 - Personnel Data 

Officer Hedberg told me that there was damage to their squad car as a result of the 
incident. She stated that the squad wouldn't drive straight, and that the alignment was 
off. There was some damage to the front passenger wheel area, but she didn't remember 
if the fender was broken or not. They had to drive this squad to the shop and drop it off 
after the incident. During the drive, they discussed the incident. When asked what about 
the incident was discussed, she stated, "How awesome driving he did and how it was 
really good to catch the guy. And how it was really fun to call that one out with all the 
different streets." 

Later at the 4th Precinct Directed Patrol Office when they were writing their reports, and 
just prior to uploading their supplements, 13.43 told me that she went through 
the previous supplements that were added. 13.43 - Personnel Data 

13.43 - Personnel Data 
13.43 - Personnel Data She 

said, "Uh, my partner advised me that he intentionally hit Bryant's car to, you know, 
make sure he didn't jump out with guns shooting at us." When asked when she learned 
that Officer Dellwo had actually intended to strike Bryant's vehicle, she answered, 
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"Somewhere between dropping the squad car off at the shop and writing our 
supplements." 

When asked if she had any knowledge of her partner (Officer Dellwo) being concerned 
about his use of his force or perhaps being unsure if it was the correct action or whether 
what he had just done was authorized or acceptable, 13.43 stated, "I, I think he 
was very sure of his actions." 

13.43 - Personnel Data 

13.43 went up and spoke with Sgt. Montgomery and seek some advice. When 
asked what they discussed, she stated, "Told him what happened and he was like there's 
things that need to happen now [laughs], urn, like somebody has to go take pictures of 
Bryant. He was like-, he was like, uh, write a report, [laughs] you know, because there 
was other stuff that needed to be taken if the use of force was to be deadly force cause 
then there's all these other steps that the sergeants have to take and so..." Sgt. 
Montgomery basically told officers to write it the way they perceived it to happen. 

Officer Dellwo was present during some of 
Montgomery. 

13.43 's discussions with Sgt. 
13.43 - Personnel Data 

13.43 - Personnel Data 
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When asked if she watched the MVR video with Sergeant Montgomery, she stated, "My 
goodness. I watched it like five times." 

Additional Workforce Director and VisiNet Information 

Workforce Director records were checked to see which 4th Precinct 
Supervisors were on-duty in the early morning hours of 10/16/2014. These records 
confirmed that Sgt. Montgomery was working, and they also revealed that Sgt. Ryan 
McCann worked an overtime shift from 2000 hours on 10/15/2014 to 0345 hours on 
10/16/2014. VisiNet Records show that Sgt. McCann was working Squad 431 with 
Officer Lauren Peterson during that overtime shift. 

13.43 

VisiNet AVL (Automatic Vehicle Location) data shows that Squad 431, Officer Lauren 
Peterson and Sgt. McCann, were at the 4 Precinct Station from 0150 hours to 0340 
hours on 10/16/2014. This time period overlaps the time period that MVR logs show that 

viewed the MVR video at the 4th Precinct Station and the time 
would have discussed the incident with Sgt. 

13.43 - Personnel Data 
period during which 
Montgomery at the 4th Precinct Station. 

13.43 - Personnel Data 

Workforce Director Records also show that Sgt. Ryan McCann ended his overtime shift 
at 0345 hours on 10/16/2014. AVL data shows that Officer Lauren Peterson left the 4th
Precinct Station in Squad 431 at 0340 hours to drive to IICJ, which was at Sgt. 
Montgomery's request per CAPRS supplement #10. 

Knowing the above information and knowing that Sgt. Ryan McCann's assignment on 
10/15/2014 and 10/16/2014 was a supervisor on the 4th Precinct 13.43 where he 
shares an office with Sgt. Mark Montgomery, Sgt. McCann was asked to provide a 
statement for this investigation. 

13.43 - Personnel Data 
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13.43 - Personnel Data 

Statement of Set. McCann 

Sgt. Ryan McCann provided a statement for this investigation on 08/11/2015. Sgt. 
McCann was assigned to the 4th Precinct 13.43 at the time of this incident. 

Sgt. McCann recalled the night of 10/15/2014. He acknowledged that he had worked an 
overtime shift with Officer Lauren Peterson that night, and they had a peripheral role in 
the David Bryant detail by attempting to get into a perimeter spot well after the pursuit 
crash in Robbinsdale. They never really got in position to assist in any capacity, nor had 
they been involved in the pursuit or apprehension. 

Sgt. McCann stated that he shared an office with Sgt. Mark Montgomery, Sgt. Chuck 
Peter, and Sgt. Jeff Carter during that time. Sgt. Montgomery was the sergeant working 
that night. 
Sgt. McCann recalled being present during a conversation between Officer Dellwo, 

, and Sgt. Montgomery that night in the 13.43 - Personnel Data. He stated, 
"Urn, I was...me and, uh, Sergeant Montgomery were talking about what had happened. 

13.43 
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We weren't directly involved, and, uh, Officer Dellwo, possibly 13.43 as well, came in, 
so I would say Officer Dellwo initiated the conversation." He also stated, "I, that night, 
was operating in a patrol capacity, so I wasn't...I mean I kinda took secondary position to 
Sergeant Montgomery's conversation, so I just listened to some back and forth and them 
talking about the circumstances of the pursuit. Urn, I remember Officer Dellwo saying, I 
believe he said, something about, uh, the apprehension, talking about murder warrant, 
and using force. And, uh, I can't recall when, but at some point we watched the video or 
they watched the video and I was just in the background getting ready to leave -- I don't 
know exactly -- but, uh, it was about the use of force 

13.43 - Personnel Data ,, 

13.43 - Personnel Data 

He continued by saying that Officer Dellwo was saying that he had used force 
intentionally; Sgt. McCann added, "I'm not sure if I heard that the next day or that night, 
but that's what his intention was." 13.43 - Personnel Data 

13.43 - Personnel Data 

13.43 - Personnel Data 
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13.43 - Personnel Data 

1214200



before and I vaguely recall probably giving the same or similar, urn, information to 
Sergeant Biederman as well. 

When asked to explain why he couldn't recall this conversation or conversations with 
Sgt. Biederman during his last interview, Sgt. Montgomery stated, "The only thing that I 
can say is because the case didn't really directly involve me. Um, I had nothing to do 
with the incident in its entirety until at the conclusion of their, uh, incident. Urn, I believe 
that Officer Dellwo and Hedberg came to, uh, me for advice, so that aroused my interest 
in the case at that time, but other than that I really didn't have any direct involvement 
with it until Officer Hedberg and, uh, Officer Dellwo approached me, so any 
conversations that I would have had with Sergeant Biederman or Sergeant McCann 
regarding it it just...I just couldn't recall. So, nothing that I was trying to intentionally 
hide or intentionally, uh, dispute, or negate. Urn, just, just with my recollection, I just 
may have a memory lapse, but I won't dispute having any conversations with anybody if 
the records show that I spoke with them then I absolutely support that." 

13.43 - Personnel Data 
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13.43 - Personnel Data 

Statement of Robbinsdale Officer Darcy Spong 
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Officer Darcy Spong of the Robbinsdale Police Department was interviewed over the 
phone on 08/31/2015. 

Officer Spong stated that she was on the perimeter after David Bryant fled from his 
vehicle on foot. After that, she only spoke with Minneapolis Police Department Officers 
when they told her that she could clear the perimeter. She had no knowledge of the 
Minneapolis Police Department squad coming into contact with Bryant's car, and she 
never viewed any video regarding this contact. 

Statement of Officer Paul Dellwo 

Officer Paul Dellwo provided a statement for this investigation on 09/09/2015. Officer 
Dellwo is currently assigned to the Minneapolis Police Department Fourth Precinct 

13.43 

Officer Dellwo confirmed that he was working on 10/15/2014, and his partner was 
. They were working Squad 493 in P#76627, which is a Ford 

Explorer with 490 markings. They attended a briefing prior to 1850 hours given by 
in the 4 Precinct parking lot where they received information that 

David Bryant was wanted on a murder warrant. 13.43 also told them that had 
talked to Dave Scheibel from the Department of Corrections who passed on information 
that there was a warrant for a murder suspect, Mr. Bryant. Also, Mr. Bryant has violent 
tendencies and is known to carry at least two guns at a time, a revolver and a 
semiautomatic handgun. Mr. Bryant had also made the comments that he doesn't want to 
go back to jail and would use any means necessary not to go back. Officer Dellwo 
confirmed that it was clear to him that Mr. Bryant was wanted on a warrant and not a 
fresh murder. 

13.43 - Personnel Data 

13.43 - Personnel Data 

Officer Dellwo stated that he and 13.43 - Personnel Data were assisting Sgt. Biederman's 
with surveillance, and they were also there as a marked squad for the 

traffic stop and takedown. Officer Dellwo stated that he understood Sgt. Biederman to be 
in charge as the incident commander, and Officer Werner was the case agent as aired on 
Channel 8. 

13.43 

I played an audio clip recorded from MECC Channel 8 where 
acknowledges that her and Officer Dellwo are on the detail; Audio file 10-15-
2014_09.04.46.1p_-_MPPD8_(Radio). WAV. Officer Dellwo acknowledged hearing 

on this audio which had a timestamp of 2104 hours. 

13.43 - Personnel Data 

13.43 

Officer Dellwo stated that he did not remember Officer Werner giving a briefing over the 
air with information about David Bryant, such as why he is wanted and that he might be 
armed. He was played the MECC audio clip 10-15-2014_07.37.18.4p_-

MPPD8 JRadio).WAV. He stated that he did not remember hearing this radio 
transmission which had a timestamp of 1937 hours. 
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13.43 - Personnel Data 

Officer Dellwo was asked about his discussion with 13.43 as mentioned in 
s statement in supplement #9, paragraph #2, where she stated that they 

had a discussion about the actions that they would take if they were to encounter David 
Bryant. Officer Dellwo stated that he did remember this discussion with 

. When asked what they talked about, Officer Dellwo stated, "Um, I don't know 
how far into this whole thing we were, but that based on the information that we got, you 
know, that he didn't want to go back to jail, he was known to carry weapons, uh, he was a 
murder 2 suspect, and there was a warrant issued for him, urn, without getting my partner 
hurt or myself hurt, uh, the action would be just to hit him if he got out of the car. If we 
were in the chase and this was...and he crashed, that we would take him out with the 
car." 

13.43 

13.43 

13.43 

They pursued Bryant, and the pursuit was relatively short. When asked how the pursuit 
ultimately ended, Officer Dellwo answered, "Urn, so, the black Nissan that Bryant was 
driving, urn, there were sparks coming from the left side of the vehicle -- and, again, I 
don't remember the streets -- but before he, he crashed or went to pull over to the right of 
the road, I saw the door open...driver's door open. I told my partner that the driver's 
door is open, so he's gonna bail. And, um, he pulled the-, pulled the car over to the right, 
hit the curb, his driver's door flung open, he got out. I couldn't see his hands. I didn't 
know where his hands were when he-, when he turned and got out of the car. And, urn, 
my intent was, was to hit him with the squad car." 

Furthermore, Officer Dellwo was asked specifically, "So, it was discussed prior to 
locating Mr. Bryant that if a pursuit had ensued and he got out of the car that you already 
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had it in your mind that you were going to strike him with your squad?" Officer Dellwo 
answered, "Yes." 

We discussed Officer Dellwo's CAPRS statement, specifically supplement #8 paragraph 
#7 where he stated, "I made intentional vehicle contact with Al Bryant." Officer Dellwo 
confirmed that he wrote this statement and quote. When I asked him to again tell me why 
he made intentional vehicular contact with Mr. Bryant, Officer Dellwo stated, "Because 
of all the information that we received at the initial briefing. Uh, you know, this person 
doesn't want to go back to jail, he's supposed to be carrying one, if not two, two firearms 
with him at the time, the murder 2, and the warrants that were issued for him from the 
Department of Corrections. All that information, urn, that, uh..." He went on to state, 
"Yeah, and, and when he got out of the car after he crashed the car, I couldn't see his 
hands. The way he turned once he got out of the car, I couldn't...visually, I couldn't see 
his hands. I didn't know whether he had a gun or not, so, uh, I was fear...I was in fear 
for my life, my partner's life. Uh, I'm not quite sure what he was going to do. Uh, I 
didn't know if he was going to come out of the car and start shooting at us, which is 
something we didn't want to happen cause we were gonna lose that fight if that was the 
case. That was my reasoning for making intentional contact with Mr. Bryant." 

Officer Dellwo believed that this intentional striking of David Bryant with his squad car 
was deadly force. When asked why striking someone with a squad car would be deadly 
force, he articulated, "Well, Mr. Bryant, you know, my original belief I had with Mr. 
Bryant on the briefing that we got, again, was, was his background, violent tendencies, 
the carrying of the firearms, and, and during the pursuit, obvious, he didn't want-, he 
didn't want to go back. He was trying to escape. Um, there was a substantial risk of, of 
him, you know, causing death or great bodily harm. So, instead of discharging my 
firearm...using my firearm, I used the vehicle as a deadly force." 

When asked if the purpose of striking Mr. Bryant was to cause death or great bodily 
harm, Officer Dellwo answered, "Well, I guess if it was in my report to eliminate the 
threat that would be-, that would be the intent." Officer Dellwo agreed that it is 
reasonable to think that striking Mr. Bryant with his squad created a substantial risk of 
causing death or great bodily harm. 

Officer Dellwo was asked if, at the time that he struck Mr. Bryant with his squad car, did 
he see Mr. Bryant holding any weapons. His answer was, "I couldn't see his hands." 
When asked if he saw any weapons anywhere at any time during the contact with him 
and the squad car, Officer Dellwo answered, "It happened quick. I...like I said, I 
couldn't see his hands from where I was sitting and it wasn't until I believe I think he 
actually kind of reached up to push off the squad before he ran or to turn and go around 
his car to run that was-, that was when I saw his hands." When asked if Mr. Bryant posed 
an immediate threat to him or to others at the time that he intentionally struck him with 
his squad car, Officer Dellwo answered, "I thought he did based on his actions. I thought 
he did. I thought he was gonna get out and was gonna start shooting." 
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We discussed his training in felony stops. Officer Dellwo stated that he had formal 
training in felony stops at the academy in 2009. When asked what he was taught, he 
answered, "Uh, stop car length... car and a half length back. Use your PA to order them 
out." When asked if he believed that that was practical in for the circumstances in 
question, he stated no. He stated, "Well, we had the pursuit. He was trying to escape. 
When he stopped, he was already getting out of the vehicle and I...to, to engage him with 
a felony stop, he still would've ran or he would engage us with his firearm, and we 
would've had a shoot out there in the Robbinsdale neighborhood. So, instead of risking 
that, risking my partner's life, my life, and anybody around us, even neighbors that would 
have came out and saw like what is going on out here, I wanted to eliminate the threat 
immediately." 

Officer Dellwo was asked if he ever considered using a reactionary gap, such as the 
squad length or car and a half length that he mentioned regarding a typical felony stop, to 
protect himself from the harm that Mr. Bryant might pose. He answered, "Our reaction 
to his action, we would've lost. Any kind of gap, we would've lost that." 

We discussed when deadly force is authorized according to our Minneapolis Police 
Department Policy and Procedure which mirrors Minnesota State Statute. Officer Dellwo 
went through the policy/statute, and we discussed each of the three circumstances when 
deadly force is authorized: 

I. Officer Dellwo stated, "So, if you go by the state statute, use of deadly force is to 
protect the police officer or another from apparent death or great bodily harm. 
And that's what I was trying to do that night." 

When asked to explain why it was apparent to him that he or another would suffer 
death or great bodily harm at that moment, Officer Dellwo stated, "Cause I didn't 
know when he got out of...I couldn't see his hands when he got out of that car. 
The way he turned and maybe with my positioning within the squad -- I don't 
know -- but I could not see his hands. I didn't know if he was gonna come out 
shooting. I didn't know what his intents were." 

Officer Dellwo was asked, "Do you think that at the last moment if he would've 
jumped out of that squad (car?) with his hands straight up in the air, and it was 
clear to you that there were no weapons in his hand, and he's completely gave up 
and submitted to capture, do you believe you would've had time to stop your 
squad before it struck him?" Officer Dellwo answered, "I don't think it would've 
been stopping. I think it would've been an evasive maneuver around him." 

When Officer Dellwo was asked if Bryant had acted in any particular way to lead 
him to believe that apparent death or great bodily harm was eminent, he 
answered, "The vehicle pursuit, his erratic driving. You know, he hit the curb, he 
didn't stop. He hit the...he sideswiped a car, he didn't stop. His vehicle was 
basically, uh, disabled with the sparks coming from it. He had popped his tires. 
He still wanted to drive that car. He still wanted to get away. Yeah, I do." 
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2. Officer Dellwo stated, "Uh, to effect the arrest or capture, prevent the escape, of a 
person whom the peace officer knows or has reasonable grounds to believe has 
committed or attempted to commit a felony. And based on the information that 
we got during our briefing, that was what I believed. I had reason to believe that 
that...that's what was occurring or had occurred." 

Further discussion on this point lead Officer Dellwo to state that the information 
he had received on 10/15/2015 lead him to believe that the felony that Bryant had 
committed involving the use or threatened use of deadly force was committed 
prior to 10/15/2014; however, he did not know how much prior. 

He stated that, even on the date of this interview, he did not know when this 
violent felony had been committed. He stated that he had assumed that "it was a 
fresh murder warrant based on the information in the briefing that we got but I 
didn't know if it was old and how old it was, or if it was fresh. I didn't know." 
Officer Dellwo had earlier stated that he wasn't sure if he had heard Officer 
Werner's briefing over the air (Audio file 10-15-2014_07.37.18.4p_-
MPPD8iRadio).WAV) in which Officer Werner stated that Bryant was wanted 

for a second-degree murder parole violation weapons warrant. When asked if 
this information, had he heard it, would have caused him to think this was an 
older warrant for an older murder, he answered, "Probably." 

Further questioning: 

Q: And, urn, if you knew that this was an old warrant -- let's say from 2008 -- uh, 
would that have affected your decision on the use of deadly force that night?. 
A: It may have. It may have changed the way we...how can I say this? It may 
have changed the way that, urn, our tactics were used maybe...could've. 

Q: Would it have maybe caused you to be, uh, less concerned for his aggression 
that night? 
A: I don't think there would have been any less concern, no. I mean this...if he 
has a history of violence, he's still known to carry weapons 

urn, you know, that revolver was still in play, urn, and just the fact 
that he wanted...you know, in our initial briefing, he didn't...he does not wanna 
go back to jail, um, there was still cause for alarm. 

13.82 
13.82 

3. Officer Dellwo stated, "Urn, Sub 3, to effect the arrest or capture, or prevent the 
escape, of a person knows reasonable grounds to believe has committed or 
attempted to commit a felony reasonable belief...believes that the person will 
cause death or great body harm." Officer Dellwo stated that he believes that this 
third justification applied "Because when he ran from the car, I didn't know what 
he was going to do. I didn't know where he was going. I didn't know if he was 
gonna try and take a hostage. I didn't know, urn, if he was going set up an 
ambush. He took... you know, we started running after him. I didn't know. I 
mean these are all things you think about in the car as, as your leading up to this 
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event. I mean 13.43 and I had a lot of time in the car discussing and my personal 
thoughts was if he does run what...what's the aftermath, what's gonna happen to 
us, to a neighbor, to whoever if he gets out of that car." 

When a delay in apprehension was later discussed, Officer Dellwo added, "Well, 
and then what caught me here is if the apprehension was delayed. Because I 
didn't know when he left that scene after, after he crashed, he ran, I didn't know 
where he was going. I didn't know, you know, who...again, we talked about it. I 
didn't know if he was going to take a hostage. I didn't know if he had a firearm 
with him still or he was gonna go get another one. He was going to ambush us or 
the other responding officers that were behind us in the pursuit. I didn't know." 
He added that he "didn't want to delay it all." 

Officer Dellwo expressed that he had experienced fear that night; fear for "everybody 
involved, especially my partner and I." 

We discussed the different resistance levels of suspects under the Use of Force Policy 5-
300, which are active aggression, active resistance, and passive resistance. Initially 
Officer Dellwo believed that Bryant fell into the active aggression category. We 
discussed the definition of an active aggressor, and this line of questioning followed: 

Q: Please articulate for me any actions by Mr. Bryant that were anything other 
than trying to get away from you. 
A: Uh... 

Q: Active aggression means there's an aggressor. That is, um, an offensive 
stance. Can you articulate any offensive, uh, actions that Mr. Bryant took that 
day? 
A: The offensive, um, aggressions that I would say.. .that I perceived was his 
driving conduct. He could've stopped that vehicle at any time, but he chose not 
to. 

Q: Is that an active aggression towards you? 
A: Not directly towards me, but he's actively trying to resist to get away. 

Q: Right. Which if you read the, uh... 
A: Active resistance? 

Q: Yes... or...yep, the active resistance. Do you think that's a possibility? 
A: [pause] Sure. 

Q: I'm wondering which one do you think he best fits into -- active aggression or 
active resistance? 
A: Active resistance. 
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Q: OK. And I didn't...I want this to be your answer not me, me persuading you, 
but if you want him to be an active aggressor, I have to have some actions that 
he's...showing him being aggressive towards you or others rather than just 
evading you and trying to get away. 
A: Well, the, the aggression that, that I perceived was the moment he got out of 
his car cause I didn't know what he was going to do. I couldn't see his hands. 
Again, I couldn't...I didn't know if he had anything in his hands. I didn't know if 
he was going to start shooting at us. At that split moment, that aggression...that to 
me was perceived aggression. If you read active resistance, that probably best fits 
the whole driving conduct and him just trying to get away, um, but he could've 
stopped at any time. But the moment...that split moment that I had to decide 
when I couldn't see his hands, I feared for what was going to happen after he got 
out of that car to me that is active aggression. You just pointed out a moment ago 
he could've just got out of the car and put his hands straight up in the air and gave 
up. He chose not to do that. He chose...he got out of that car, he turned in such a 
manner I could not see his hands. I didn't know what his intentions were gonna 
do. I didn't know if he was gonna start shooting. And instead, he ran-, he ran 
from us. So, again, that moment in time was my decision cause I took that as 
aggression. 

Officer Dellwo believes his use of deadly force was authorized and reasonable in this 
incident. 

We discussed "Special Circumstances" on the Defense and Control Response Training 
Guide, also known as the Force Continuum. 

1) Closeness of weapon — Officer Dellwo acknowledged that he did not see any 
weapons that night prior to his use of deadly force. 

2) Distance from subject — Officer Dellwo stated, "Well, we're talking cars now, 
mean--but still the proximity still can be deadly, and when we stopped, he was 
right there in our hood. He was right there in front of us." When asked if this 
proximity was because he (Officer Dellwo) had placed himself in that position, 
Officer Dellwo answered, "Possibly." 

3) Special knowledge — Officer Deliwo confirmed that he had already stated several 
times that the information he received was all special knowledge about Bryant. 

4) Availability of other options — When asked if it would be reasonable to think that 
there was time to call in any special resources as mentioned in the pursuit policy, 
Officer Dellwo answered, "Well, I wasn't in charge of the pursuit. At any given 
time, they could have said stop. We have State Patrol up in the air. We have, uh 

I believe it was -- Brooklyn Center's K9 came down and helped...or I'm 
sorry...uh, the University of Minnesota's K9 came down to assist. At any time, 
they could have initiated those other resources instead of our pursuit, but none of 
that was aired. None of that was, um, that I know of was available." 

5) Need for urgency — When asked if the need for urgency was a special 
circumstance in this case, Officer Deliwo stated that it was. He explained, "The 
apprehension of this individual. I mean there was a...I mean if he got away --
again, not knowing what he was gonna do after the fact -- and, obviously, the 
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marshall's office, DOC, put all this information that he's to be taken into custody, 
there was a need for urgency in this." 

We discussed the three "Reasonableness Factors" on the Defense and Control Response 
Training Guide. 

1) Dangerousness of the crime at issue — Officer Dellwo considered the crime of 
Murder in the 2nd Degree to be dangerous. 

2) Whether the suspect poses an immediate threat to the safety of the officers or 
others — Officer Dellwo had already covered this in questioning above. 

3) Whether the suspect is actively resisting arrest or attempting to evade arrest by 
flight — Officer Dellwo agreed that this applied to this incident. 

According to Officer Dellwo, after the use of deadly force, Bryant pushed off the squad, 
ran around the front of his car, and fled into a park. Bryant was ultimately apprehended, 
but Officer Dellwo was not present at the apprehension. Officer Dellwo saw Bryant after 
the apprehension but did not observe any injuries to Bryant. 

When asked if he believed that his squad had actually made contact with Mr. Bryant at 
the time when Bryant bailed from his car, Officer Dellwo answered, "Initially, yes, I 
thought we made contact with Mr. Bryant." Officer Dellwo no longer believes this 
because the MVR video shows Bryant running away. Also, Officer Dellwo heard after 
the fact that in Bryant's jail interview, Bryant laughed at the fact that Police tried to hit 
him but didn't hit him, and he suffered no injury that night. 

13.43 - Personnel Data 
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13.43 - Personnel Data 

When asked if he had any conversation with anyone that would have maybe made him 
more confident that what he did was the right thing, Officer Dellwo stated, "Well, let's be 
clear, I'm, I'm very confident that my actions that night were appropriate. I, I don't 
second guess myself to this day." When asked if he would do anything differently if he 
could do things over again, Officer DelIwo stated, "I'd call in sick. No, I wouldn't. I 
would...again, this whole incident, I would not change-, I would not change anything. 
Um, would I ask more questions from the get go, probably yes in that briefing, but the 
actions I took that night based on the information I had I feel to this day were appropriate 
and I'd do it again." 
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SUMMARY OF ALLEGATIONS 

Allegation # 1: It is alleged that Officer Paul Dellwo used unauthorized deadly force 
against David Jerome Bryant without cause. If this allegation were found to be true, it 
would violate the following: 

5-305 AUTHORIZED USE OF DEADLY FORCE (08/17/07) 

Minn. Stat. §609.066 sub. 2 - "The use of deadly force by a peace officer in the line of duty is 
justified only when necessary: 

• To protect the peace officer or another from apparent death or great bodily harm; 
• To effect the arrest or capture, or prevent the escape, of a person whom the peace 

officer knows or has reasonable grounds to believe has committed or attempted to 
commit a felony involving the use or threatened use of deadly force, or; 

• To effect the arrest or capture, or prevent the escape, of a person who the officer 
knows or has reasonable grounds to believe has committed or attempted to commit 
a felony if the officer reasonably believes that the person will cause death or great 
bodily harm if the person's apprehension is delayed. 

In addition to Minn. Stat. §609.066, MPD policies shall utilize the United States Supreme 
Court decision in Tennessee vs Garner as a guideline for the use of deadly force. 

The Tennessee vs Garner case references that: 

"Apprehension by the use of deadly force is a seizure subject to the Fourth Amendment's 
reasonableness requirement." 

"The use of deadly force to prevent the escape of all felony suspects, whatever the 
circumstances, is constitutionally unreasonable." 

Sworn MPD employees shall recognize that: 

• For the safety of the public, warning shots shall not be fired. 
• The use of a firearm, vehicle, less-lethal or non-lethal weapon, or other improvised 

weapon may constitute the use of deadly force. 
• This policy does not prevent a sworn employee from drawing a firearm, or being 

prepared to use a firearm in threatening situations. 
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Investigative Facts 

• According to the Minnesota Department of Corrections, David Jerome Bryant 
DOB 07/21/1981, was sentenced on 04/09/2008 for the 2nd Degree Murder 
conviction. 

• DOC warrant #14D0C2633 was issued for David Jerome Bryant on 09/05/2014. 
The original offense was 2nd Degree Murder. A felony warrant #14416522 was 
issued for David Jerome Bryant on 06/30/2014. This warrant information was 
added to the Attempt Pick-Up call 14-366932 at 1858 hours; Officer Dellwo and 

were assigned to this call at 1937 hours and cleared at 2322 
hours when the pursuit started and the call was switched to Motor Vehicle Chase 
under 14-367333. 

13.43 - Personnel Data 

• 13.43 - Personnel Data lead a briefing for the detail focused on locating and 
apprehending David Bryant at the 4th Precinct Station. Officers 13.43 and 
Dellwo attended this briefing. According to these officers, they were informed 
that David Bryant was wanted on a rd Degree Murder warrant, was considered 
armed with handguns that he would use, and would not be going back to prison 
peacefully. 

• 13.43 - Personnel Data stated in her CAPRS statement, ""As my partner and I assisted 
with surveillance I made the comment to him as to what if we were the officers to 
stop Bryant and he began shooting at us because he made the comments he was 
not going back to prison. We discussed the inherent possibility Bryant would use 
any force necessary to elude captivity such as shooting us." 

• Officer Dellwo stated under Garrity that he had discussed with his partner, 
, that if David Bryant was located and a pursuit ensued, Officer Dellwo 

planned to strike him with his squad car if Bryant got out of his car. 

13.43 

13.43 

• David Bryant was located. He fled in his Nissan upon officers' attempt to stop 
him. A short pursuit in Robbinsdale ensued. Bryant fled from his car near Lowry 
and Halifax after striking a parked car. 

• Officer Dellwo wrote in CAPRS, "I observed Al/BRYANT exit the vehicle and 
based on the prior knowledge of Al/BRYANT wanted in a homicide, is known to 
carry weapons with him, not wanting to go back to jail as well as his violent 
history I was in fear for my life as well as my partner's life that he would exit the 
vehicle with a gun and began shooting at us. I made intentional vehicle contact 
with Al/BRYANT. My squad car's passenger side bumper struck the driver's 
door and also struck Al/BRYANT in the leg causing him to turn around." 

• Under Garrity, Officer Dellwo stated that: 

➢ He intentionally struck Bryant with his squad car. 
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➢ He intentionally struck Bryant with his squad "Because of all the 
information that we received at the initial briefing. Uh, you know, this 
person doesn't want to go back to jail, he's supposed to be carrying one, if 
not two, two firearms with him at the time, the murder 2, and the warrants 
that were issued for him from the Department of Corrections. All that 
information, urn, that, uh..." He went on to state, "Yeah, and, and when 
he got out of the car after he crashed the car, I couldn't see his hands. The 
way he turned once he got out of the car, I couldn't...visually, I couldn't 
see his hands. I didn't know whether he had a gun or not, so, uh, I was 
fear...I was in fear for my life, my partner's life. Uh, I'm not quite sure 
what he was going to do. Uh, I didn't know if he was going to come out 
of the car and start shooting at us, which is something we didn't want to 
happen cause we were gonna lose that fight if that was the case. That was 
my reasoning for making intentional contact with Mr. Bryant." 

➢ He believed that this intentional striking of Bryant with the squad car was 
deadly force. 

➢ He could not see Bryant's hands and therefore did not know if he had any 
weapons at the time of the squad contact with Bryant. 

➢ He intended to "eliminate the threat" by striking Bryant with his squad 
car. 

➢ He thought Bryant posed an immediate threat to him or to others at the 
time that he intentionally struck Bryant with his squad car "based on his 
(Bryant's) actions." He added, "I thought he was gonna get out and was 
gonna start shooting." 

➢ He believes, after the fact, that he never actually struck Bryant with his 
squad because Bryant had run away, wasn't injured, and later told Officer 
Lucas Peterson in a post-Miranda, in-custody interview that Police had 
tried to hit him but didn't hit him. 

➢ He considered Bryant an active aggressor because of "his driving 
conduct." After discussion, Officer Dellwo believed that Bryant was 
exhibiting active resistance. 

➢ He believed that his actions were justified under the three circumstances in 
which deadly force is authorized under Minneapolis Police Department 
Policy and Procedure and MN State Statute. 

13.43 - Personnel Data 
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13.43 - Personnel Data 
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13.43 - Personnel Data 
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13.43 - Personnel Data 
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13.43 - Personnel Data 
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13.43 - Personnel Data 
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13.43 - Personnel Data 
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13.43 - Personnel Data 
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13.43 - Personnel Data 
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13.43 - Personnel Data 

I confirm that the information I provided in this case is true to the best of my knowledge. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

,Sit: Jason Walters 
Internal Affairs Unit 

Date 
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Minneapolis 
City of Lakes 

Police Department 
Jame L Harteau, Chief of Police 

350 S. Fifth St., Room 130 
Minneapolis, MN 55415 

TEL 612.673.3000 
www.minneapolismn.gov 

June 20, 2016 

Officer Paul Dellwo 
Third Precinct 
Minneapolis Police Department 

RE: IAU Case Number #14-22385 
Letter of Reprimand 

Officer Dellwo, 

The finding for IAU Case #14-22385 is as follows: 

MPD PIP 5-305 Authorized Use of Deadly Force SUSTAINED (Category 13) 

13.43 - Personnel Data 
This letter will serve as a Letter of Reprimand for 5-305 Authorized Use of Deadly Force. You 
will also be transferred out of the 4th Precinct as part of the sustained B violation and receive 
training as prescribed by L.O.D.D. 

The case will remain in the IAU files per the record retention guidelines mandated by State 
Law. 

Be advised that any additional violations of Department Rules and Regulations may result in 
disciplinary action up to and including discharge. 

Sincerely, 

Janee Harteau 
Chief of Police 

ke 
By: Kristine Arneson 
Assistant Chief 
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Page 2 
Officer Paul DeIlwo 
Letter of Reprimand 

I, Officer Paul Dellwo, acknowledge receipt of this 
Notice of Suspension/LOR. 

Officer Paul D 

ullivan 

CC: Personnel 
JAU 
Inspector Sullivan 

Date of Receipt 

Date 
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